
31 July 2021

Dear Year 2 IB Physics Students,

I hope you are enjoying your summer. Due to recent shifts in student enrollment from
the all-virtual APS program to in-person schooling for 2021-2022, we do not yet have a
final schedule for the year. I have learned, however, that I will be teaching both sections
of IB Physics Year 2.

I do have a summer assignment for you. There are three parts:

1. Since the IB Physics exam in May 2022 will cover material from both years of IB
Physics, it is important that you begin Year 2 with an organized Year 1 binder. We
will reference Year 1 resources throughout Year 2, and at times you may be
asked to bring in your Year 1 binder to aid in studying for the comprehensive
exam. In the past, everyone would have had a physical binder with papers. I
realize that you may have completed most or all of your work last year without
paper. I will leave it up to you whether you want a physical or electronic binder.
Either way, it should be organized by Unit (measurement, constant velocity, …,
energy sources). Your summer assignment is to ensure that your binder (paper
or electronic) is organized and complete. You may want to review the content as
you organize your binder. If you would like to have printed materials but do not
have a printer at home, let me know and we can make arrangements to print
your materials at school. We will have a binder check during the first or second
week of school.

2. Internal Assessments are another area that are not as far along as they would
have been in a non-pandemic year. Review your topic and look at exemplars on
this Internal Assessment document. Please start on your Exploration Section. I
am taking IB teacher training in August and will learn more about the Physics
Internal Assessment.  At this point, I expect that the Exploration Section will be
due in the middle of September.

3. Our first unit of the year will be on Thermal Physics. I selected two videos for you
to watch; they will give you a flavor of this unit:

TedEd video on misconceptions about temperature, 4 minutes

Khan Academy video on kinetic molecular theory, 6 minutes

https://sites.google.com/site/ibphysicsremediation/home/ia
https://ed.ted.com/best_of_web/qLn0UWUG
https://www.khanacademy.org/science/ap-chemistry-beta/x2eef969c74e0d802:intermolecular-forces-and-properties/x2eef969c74e0d802:kinetic-molecular-theory/v/the-kinetic-molecular-theory-of-gases


The Khan Academy video should connect to some topics you studied in Chemistry and
IB Physics Year 1.

The time to complete this summer assignment will vary depending on how you
organized your materials from Year 1 and how far along you are on the Internal
Assessment project. In general, the more time you spend on this in August, the less
time you will need to spend on these topics in September.

I look forward to meeting all of you on Aug. 30th or 31st!

Regards,

Dr. Bennett

***************************************
Brian R. Bennett, PhD
Science Teacher
Washington-Liberty High School
Arlington, Virginia


